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Redistricting Plans Fail:

Court Calls for Review

CHRIS SOBBA
St. Leo's, Tacoma
The Academy Review from Holy Names Academy,
Spokane, edited by Sandra Hammen, won the Best Paper
Award in the Class AAA competition at yesterday and
today's Fifth Press Workshop.

SANDRA HAMMEN

By SHANNON PORTER,
Holy Names Academy, Spokane

OLYMPIA,Feb. 19— "We
have made every compromise possible," Robert
Shaefer, Democratic speaker of the House, said here
today. "But 'the governor
The winner in Class AA is Sa-Le-Hi, St. Leo's, Ta- doesn't seem to want one."
coma, with Chris Sobba as editor. The Ram, Loyola
Shaefer expressed this
High of Missoula, Mont., walked away with first place
opinion just hours after he
in the Class A contest.
and other redistricting leaders
Second and third places in Class AAA went to The received a court order to preGonzagan of Gonzaga Prep in Spokane and The Miter sent a review of redistricting action by next Friday.
from Blanchet in Seattle.
Second and third place winners in Class AA are
THE QUESTION of redistrictAquinas Echoes, Aquinas Academy of Tacoma, and The ing
was initiated early in the
Lion, Bellarmine High, Tacoma.
session when Democrats had
The Prairie Lite of St. Mary's, Toledo, Wash., and hopes of havingit quicklypassed
Rosarian Banner from Holy Rosary, Seattle, won second while Gov. Albert Rosellini remained in office.
and third place in Class A.
Although several subsequent
among
the
CathoPaper
Awards
Judging on the Best
have been introduced
measures
Workshop
was
decided
attending
the
Press
lic schools
in both houses, firm agreement
late last night. Plaques will be awarded to the winners at between both parties seems as
the Awards Luncheon today.
far off today as on the opening
The school papers are assigned to classes according day of the session.
to their student body enrollments. Class AAA includes
SPOKANE and Seattle disschools with enrollment of more than 500; Class AA, tricts remain the problem areas,
A,
schools creating continued and. thus
schools with enrollments of 250-500; and Class
far, fruitless debate.
under 250.
HNA, Spokane

Everett Defeats Prep

\

Today's court order, however,
precipitated claims of compromise from both sides of the aisle
in both houses.
Tension, anxiety, mental and
physical exhaustion seem to encompass the congressmen today
completing a harried40-day session. Now that the new court
order has been issued, both
sides claim that compromise is
near.

—Student Prints Drawing by Linda MacDonald, HSA, Seattle
Details on Sports, Page 12

J

THE DEADLOCK has been
greatly disrupted by the new
court order. It could end in the
Federal Court taking the redistricting issue away from the le-

Modern Methods in Use:

Center's Research Saves Lives

By CLARE JACOBSON,
Smith Memorial, Port Alberni
and GREG LAFLAM,
SeattlePrep, Seattle
A hole between the two
upper chambers of a 12-

-year-old boy's heart was
closed in open-heart surgery with the aid of a
heart-lung machine yesterday at Providence Hospital.
The heart-lung machine
operates on a simple principle.

During open-heart surgery, the
patient's blood is circulated
through the machine which supplies it with necessary oxygen
and removes carbon dioxide.
THE MOST important part of
the machine is the oxygenator.
This is a glass cylinder containing metal discs over which the
blood passes as it receives oxygen.
There are only four of these
machines in King County. Two
are at the U.W. Hospital, one at
Children's Orthopedic Hospital
and one in the Heart Center at
Providence Hospital.
The Heart Center at Providence was established in 1960
with a grant from the John
Hartford Co. A vacant nurses'
residence at the hospital was re-

modeled to accommodate the
work of the heart specialists.
They diagnose the ailments of
patients before they are sent to
surgery in the main hospital
building.
WITH ANOTHER grant in
1964, the facilities were expanded to include the diagnoses and
treatments of respiratory diseases.
More than 150 patients have
benefited from the machine. Al-

though the machine and its accessories cost almost $20,000, it
is relatively inexpensive to operate. The patients who will be
allowed to use the machine are
selected by a committee of doctors on the basis of need.
Heart-lung research at the
Heart Center involves the use
of many other expensive and
complex pieces of machinery in
tracing, diagnosing and treating
heart ailments.
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POLITICAL ACTION: Student Prints reporter Shannon
Porter of Holy Names, Spokane, listens in on a meeting of
Republican redistricting leaders in the House of Representatives. They are Mary Ellen McCaffrey (R-32nd),
Donald Moos (R-sth), Slade Gorton (R-46th) and Joel
Pritchard (R-36th).
gislators. Today most lawmak- this debate and delay should
ers say the issue will be settled provide a fair and equitable
next Friday.
"This court order is longover-

due," Republican redistricting
leader Slade Gorton stated. "If
it had been issued sooner, the
entire case might have been resolved much earlier."Democratic Speaker of the House Robert
Shaefer interprets the order as
a "simple report." with no particular pressure involved.

HAS THE deadlock been
worthless? Is this stubborness
necessary? What has it accomplished? These questions were
optimistically answered by Sen.
Samuel Guess, Spokane Republican. "The legislature was given
this problem of redistricting and
expected to quickly discuss and
solve an extremelycontroversial
question. In some respects, all

bill."
"Sometimes " the legislature
has a tendency to put off till tomorrow what could be done today," Senate Minority Leader
Charles Moriarty replied.
"There areno more tomorrows;
the issue is forced to be settled

now."

THE REASON for this deadlock concerning redistricting is
unfortunately misunderstood by
many," said Mary Ellen McCaffree, Seattle Republican.
"Unequal representation, and
failure to comply with former
redistricting rules has resulted
in deep confusion and general
mix up."
Settlement is imminent, but
has been for several weeks. Today's federal court order could
turn the tide.

Constitutional Revision
Requested by Governor
By

JOHN PETRIE,

Seattle Prep, Seattle
OLYMPIA, Feb. 19— Revision
of the 1889 state constitution— a
hotbed of discussion in the gubernatorial race has been raised in the House of Representatives.
The bill asks for a constitutional convention "for the purpose of revising or amending
the constitution of the state."
Forty years ago, a similar
bill was presented to the residents of Washington and defeated. Now there is speculation
among both political parties in
Olympia concerning this bill
which would be introduced possibly as early as 1966 on the
election ballot.

—

limits the effectiveness of local
governments.

The governor will "ask this
session of the legislature to set
the machinery in motion for calling a constitutional convention."
Before a new constitution
could be adopted, a bill calling
for an advisory council would
have to be approved by both
houses and the people.Only then
would the constitution become
law.

"WE SHOULD look at a graduated state income tax," Rep.
Jonathan Whetzel (R-Seattle).
said. "I don't favor it because it
might doom other constitutional
revisions."
The opinion of the Democrats,
expressed by John L. O'Brien,
"THERE ARE many reasons House majority leader, showed
for a thorough constitutional re- less enthusiasm for revision.
vision," Gov. Dan Evans stated.
"Our tax structure is possibly
He went on to state that many the most restrictive in the counarticles in the present constitu- try," Rep. Gary Grant, Seattle
tion are unique among the fifty Democrat, said.
states of this nation.
So far there is only talk about
These include an over-loading these changes. Little action is
of the ballot in the presidential likely this session. All admit
election years, voter residence change is necessary, but party
requirements "which are much differences are overshadowing
too rigid." and an article which action.
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Weather Winds
Machine Saves Doomed Lives JetsBoeing
In

By MARILYN MIHM,

Blanchet, Seattle

and CAROLINE McDOWELL,
Providence, Vancouver

By DIANNE BYE,

St. Leo's, Tacoma, Wash.

Air Tunnel

MARK YEAGER,
Serra Catholic, Salem, Ore.
The safety and comfort of an
ordinary Boeing airplane ride
and the successful re-entry of a
guided missile depends greatly
upon the functions of a wind tunnel.
The wind tunnel is a testing
device in which the airplane prototype experiences simulated
flying conditions.
Presently at Boeing's wind
tunnel facilities, experiments in
design are beingrun on Boeing's
new "737" airliner. Just off the
drawing boards, the "737" is in
the early stages of development.
One of these stages is wind tunnel testing.

Seventeen persons are now
living active lives as a result
of treatment at Seattle's Artificial Kidney Center. The device
responsible for saving these
lives is the Kiil Machine.
The kidney device was first
invented in England in 1913.
It was perfected by Dr. Kolf
In Cleveland, Ohio. The apparatus in use at the Seattle Kidney
Center is a later model which
uses permanent tubes in the patient's arms, an idea which was
developedby Dr. Belding Scribner of Seattle.
AS A RESULT of the machine's treatment and a special
diet, the patient may lead a
normally active life, spending
only two days away from his
family each week. This fact
may not seem too important,
but without regular treament,
the patient would die within a
week or two.
Each year, approximately
100,000 persons die in the U.S.
of kidney ailments. Presently,
Seattle is the only center of its
type set up on an individual
basis. However, several hospitals include in their programs
a similar treatment. In April
another complete center will
open in New York.
The cost of operation is $107
per treatment. With a total of
34 treatments a week at the
center, the income must come

The technical processes involved in the wind tunnel experiments are complicated for the
averagehigh school student. The
effects of this complex department of aircraft production,
however, are apparent in the
improvements in planes, jets
and missiles.
This means that the wind tunnel, significant in past and present aeronautics developments,
will remain essential in the future.

Badges Aid
Delegates
By PATTY McNAMARA,
Holy Angels, Seattle

and CHRIS CROSE
Marycrest, Portland
FROM THE initial design, a
SUBSTITUTE KIDNEY MACHINE: Dr. James Albers, model is made of the "737" for
Bright badges worn by all
professor of physics at S.U., studies while being treated the wind tunnel. Results of this workshop delegates and college
by the Kiil Machine, an artificial kidney apparatus. A test are studied by aerodynamic advisers link names with perengineers and they in turn sugpatient at the Kidney Center, Dr. Albers is attended by gest any necessary design sonalities. With this personalization, each individual becomes
changes.
his wife, a nurse at the center.
than just a face in the
more
StudentPrints Photo by Gary Bernhard
The continuous process guar- crowd. The spirit becomes one
antees the "737" of the best pos- of congeniality.
This change is made possible
from outside sources. These in- the patient must be mature and sible design. This exemplifies
clude the U.S. Public Health emotionally stable. Other cri- the importance of wind tunnel by the Richmark Corporation.
Service, the John Hartford teria include marital status, in- testing in development of new Mark Dormer, president, started
Grant and the patient himself. come and number of depen- aircraft.
Richmark 18 years ago. A twoA community fund-raising proj- dents.
man print shop began doing the
—
job no other printers wanted
experimentation
The
at
Boeect is being planned for the
An important factor in the ing's
near future.
wind tunnel, however, is specialties. From this modest
operationof the machine is that not limited solely to develop- beginning, the company has
THE PATIENTS are selected
body's blood content is di- ment. A second major function grown to include three presses
by an anonymous committee the
through an apparatus is the modification of prototypes and two embossing machines.
rected
appointed by the King County
alreadymanufactured. A practiThe growing company is makMedical Society. For selection. connected to the patient by a cal example
is the Boeing "707." ing its mark in all areas of the
system of tubes. The patient has
Although it has been in pro- industry and personal service.
two plastic tubes permanently
for a number of years, Their embossed ribbons can be
sewn into his arm which are duction
changes have been found at dog shows, track
connected to the machine when structural
taking place continuously.
meets, wrestling matches and
he comes in for treatment.
on
the Seattle Seafair phinThe blood, which contains
ALTHOUGH now out of pro- cesses.
harmful particles, is then run duction, even the B-52 is still be"Pioneering is ever present.
between two sheets of porous ing tested for optimum per- There is always something new
By SUE PENDERGAST, Holy Names, Seattle,
cellopane.While the wastes pen- formance. Scientists feel that as to create. If you look hard
and TOM HALBERG, ODea, Seattle
etrate
the cellophane and enter long as the B-52 is in use there enough,you'll find it," said Mr.
"The main sources of juvenile delinquency in today's modern a cleansing solution, the blood will always be room for im- Dormer. Richmark
exemplifies
immaturity
irresponsibility,"
world are
and
said Howard Segas, passes over unaffected. By the provement. These
a small impersonal item
advancements
how
public relations man at the Seattle Police Department
time it reaches the body, all would have been impossible can create a tremendous perThis jet-age world, together
wastes have been removed. without wind tunnel testing.
sonal impact.
with family conditions, are the are picked up for traffic violamajor contributors to delinquen- tions each year.
cy today. It is society that molds
Runaways and shoplifting are Capitol Scene:
the criminal," declared Segas
two of the most common offenses among teenage girls. With
THE FUNDAMENTAL prob- males, the list of commtted
lems that the police find among crimes is headed by property
teens are drinking and driving. damage, driving offenses and
By GERRY.MICHAEL,
The offense committed least auto theft.
ODea, Seattle
often is use of narcotics.
WHEN A teenager is picked
Teenagers who are inexperi- up for an offense he is not alThe big question at the state
enced in handling the affects of ways arrested. Minor offenses capitol is "Will this legislature
alcohol cannot control them- result in severe police warnings ever get anything done?"
selves when under its influence; and parental discipline. In
In Olympia, state congressthus, a crime of careless driving cases of the more serious men are attempting to comply
or the like results.
crimes, the offender is sent to with the federal government's
order to redistrict the state. As
juvenile court.
major
problem
The second
"The court goes into the a result, 1,1fi5 bills are yet to be
with teens is careless driving.
Teenagers, wishing to rebel, 'why' and 'wherefore' of the of- acted upon in the legislature.
wanting to be recognized, throw fense," stated Segas. They an- More than 225 bills were introaway all rights and neglect the alyze the psychological aspects duced in the senate and house
rules of the road. In Seattle of the problem and do what they today. Due to a federal court
alone, an average of 9,000 youths can to help the person involved. order, none of these can be acted upon until redistricting is

Era Breeds Rebels
Say Seattle Police

Solons Stalled by Federal Court
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completed.

"THERE ARE senate and
house rules which state that no
legislation other than revenue
bills and special executive requests may be introduced after
the fortieth day, which was today," according to Sen. Fred
Dore (D.-.T7th).
Opinion is divided among FUTURE LAWS: Gerry Michael of ODea High School,
state salons as to whether there Seattle, sits at the press table in the House Chamber surwill be sufficient time to act on rounding himself with books containing bills awaiting
even the vital areas of legisla- legislation.He was a member of the Student Prints dele
tion, such as the budget. A spegation which traveled to the state capital.
cial session seems inevitable.
Even if there is a special sesHouse and senate rules would far. The budget, a major issue,
sion, it is not known whether or normally require that bills be
is right on schedule," stated
not bills pending in the two re-introduced to be considered
houses will be carried over to in a special session. "There is a Sen. Martin Durkan (D-47th).
Many at the capital feel that
the special session, or whether good chance they will be carried
they will have to be re-intro- overby a joint resolution," Sen. it will be impossible to enact
all necessary
duced.
Dore explained.
- legislation in the
regular 60 day session. The
THERE ARE still many bills
"EVEN THOUGH no bills question is now how long it will
left to be acted upon. After rehave
been passed as yet, the take in an "extraordinary," or
districting is settled, floor action
session, to pass the rewillbegin in both houses on bills general legislature is only 10 special
concerning taxes, highways, days behind schedule because of quired bills.
Redistricting remains the maschools and many other contro- the work of the various commitjor obstacle.
tees on tho bills introduced so
versialissues.
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Yipes, Stripes for Volunteers Students Learn, Earn
In Business World
By MARGARET SLEAVIN,
Aquinas, Tacoma

By CONNIE KUPER, Serra Catholic, Salem, Ore.,
andGENNY McCOY, Holy Names, Seattle
In a single-floored building at 620 Aurora Aye. N. are

and BETTY PARLIER,
Yakima Central

A group of volunteer high
school girls have become an important asset to hospital
— life
throughout the country especially in Seattle. As Candy
Stripers they give many hours
of service at the institutions despite their own demanding
school work and extracurricular

found an investment company, an import company, a
bank, a broadcasting corporation, an auditing company
and 35 other varied service and manufacturing corporations.

The building is the Junior Achievement Center and
these are all J.A. companies. Miss Marie Minar. J.A.secretary, explained that Junior
Achievement "is a business edu- Fair. Each company sets up a
cation organization designed to booth in the shopping area and
activities.
teach teen-agers how the free sells its product. This year's fair
enterprise system operates."
The Candy Striper lightens the
will be held from 6-9 p.m. FriThe 550 Seattle J.A. members, day and from 10 a.m. to 5:30
work load of nurses by deliverteenagers who devote their p.m. Saturday.
ing messages, pushing wheeltime to the group, are orspare
Miss Minar said that Junior
patients
and othchairs, feeding
ganized into 40 companies, each Achievement has helped many
jobs.
er varied
with student officers and adult students to get jobs and to deThe volunteers are called
advisers from many Seattle cide what they would like to do.
business firms.
"One boy with a small coin
Candy Stripers because they
OVER A PERIOD of 30 collection learned how and
white
wear striped pinafores
weeks, the student businessmen when to buy and sell coins,"
with pink, yellow, blue or green
incorporate, elect officers, sell she said. "He now owns and
—and white blouses.
low-price stock, buy raw mater- operates a successful coin
ials for manufacturing, make shop."
TO ENTER the program, girls
IN ADDITION, J.A. awards
photo by Rosemary Morrison their products and finally sell
Student
Prints
must be between the ages of A TEENAGE VOLUNTEER at Virginia Mason Hospital, them to consumers. Out of the several $100 scholarships to out14 and 18, interested in the work Carol Pearson, categorizes patients' charts as part of her year-end profits, each company standing members and two
stock-hold- scholarships to Sales Training
and willing to give freely of duties. Her pink and white striped pinafore identifies her is obliged to pay the
and their J.A. "income tax." Inc. for further sales education.
ers
given
They
time.
are
traintheir
as a Candy Striper.
Then the company is liquidated.
The J.A. program originated
ing in hospital aid and must be
Some of this year's manufac- in the 1920's in Massachusetts
willing to work after school as
turing products include hand lo- and became a national organiwell as on weekends.
tion, candle holders, extension zation after World War 11. It
R.N.,
ascords,
Floyd,
book covers and jar open- now is active in 45 states, six
Miss Barbara
Canadian provinces and six forsistant inservice director at VirSeattle district of Queen AnneAn annual activity of J.A. is eign countries. The Seattle
By LARRY ANN OLSEN,
ginia Mason Hospital, heads the
Magnolia has undertaken a proj- the University Village Trade group was organized in 1953.
St. Mary's, Toledo,
Candy Striper program at her
FILBIN,
Blanchet
andGINGER
ect to aid junior and senior high
institution.
Finding part time employ- school students in securing jobs.
The main purpose of the proTeens," sponsored
gram, she pointed out, is "to ment that won't interfere with by"Tasks for
YMCA and
the
problem
is
confrontSound-View
happier
and education a
help make patients
the Queen Anne-Magnolia Lions
help them adjust to the hospit- ing many teenagers today. The Club,
was organized in 1962 by
al." Some 3,000 hours of service
representing local churchadults
Striphave been givenby Candy
schools and civic groups. At
Set es,
ers at VirginiaMason since last
present, the service is financialJune.
ly assisted by the YMCA.
Traffic
By BARBARA CAREY, Holy
THE HOSPITAL auxiliary
TO APPLY, the youth must
Names Academy, Spokane, and
provides a system of awards for
to the Tasks office for a
Bellarmine,
come
BUFALINI,
SAM
girls
begins
which
with the
the
personal
Tacoma
interview. If accepted,
completion of 50 hours of work
he
in
a record stating his
fills
Help rather than punishment talents and
at which time they receive a
job preferences.
hours,
juvenile
100
aim
of
traffic
certificate. After
is the
When
receives notithe
service
pin
according
to Dick Buckto which courts
they are given a
fication of a job opening, the
they attach a bar for each ad- land, assistant parole officer of files are consulted and a student
KingCounty.
ditional 100 hours of service.
selected. Employment ranges
Mr. Buckland noted that 75 from child care to chauffering.
Trish Fryman, Carol Pearson
and Beth Brady, three Candy per cent of all first-time offendThe Tasks office is located in
Stripers, were busy at work at ers do not return to the traffic the Sound-View building, but is
violations.
But
the hospital. One smiling volun- court on second
not affiliated with the YMCA
teer wheeled a patient down the he added that 25 per cent who itself. Kay Baxter, a junior at
hall while two other Candy return might be alleviated.
Queen Anne High School, is the
ONE OF THE ideas the offi- secretary.
Stripers distributed thermometers to the rooms. Another vol- cer suggested to curb traffic
No fees are requested from
unteer categorized patients' offenses was compulsory driver employers or employees. Howapplitraining
for all license
charts. Each voiced enthusiasm
ever, when a youth applies for
cants.
for her job.
work, he is asked to volunteer
Secondly, he noted, the prosStudent Prints photo by Gary Bernhard
for the fund-raising activities
be
pective
driver should
re- sponsored
BETH IS interested in this
Tasks. Two such STANDING BEFORE stock market quotation board, Mr.
by
work because of the training she quired to take a psychological annual events are a rummage Dan Brotherton, broker with Dean Witter and Co., checks
is getting. She intends to be- examination— proving him emo- sale and a lightbulb sale. Last latest market changes for Rick Meyer, Student Prints
tionally stable.
come a registered nurse.
year, the rummage sale alone news staff member.
personal
experience
of
The
BUCKLAND ALSO felt that cleared over $400.
contact helps prepare Trish for reflex tests should be adminTasks for Teens is endorsed by
die man" betweenthe seller and
By MOLLIE HENDRICK,
future social work.
istered that would assure that local church groups, schools,
the purchaser in the Dean WitHoly Names, Seattle,
ter Company. He emphasized
To Carol, one of the most ob- the driver was able to cope clubs and businesses, all of
and RICK MEYER,
vious, but important, reasons with any emergencies which which promote the employment
that a person has to be informed
Jesuit High, Portland
in order
for interest in the program is might arise— slippery highways, service in their bulletins and
Teens can't make millions in about proper investing
advertisements.
himself against comto
protect
the enjoyment of helpingpeople. sudden stops and the like.
they
but
can
the stock market
panies acting under false pre-

—

Looking For a Job?
-

Courts Help
Attitudes

pretend.
According to Dan Brotherton, tenses.
For example: A man who did
local stock broker, "Teenagers
would benefit greatly by ac- not look into the operations of a
quainting themselves withstocks company yet invested $2,500.
Speaking of high school delegates, Fr. and bonds through 'mock invest- The company declared bankGreene said, "They go away with experience. ment clubs'." They have a ruptcy. The man's money was
The preparation for this workshop takes thou- chance to "learnby doing" with- lost.
sands of hours. The bulk of the students work out spending money.
A KNOWLEDGE of the basic
five or six hours. The others, such as editors,
In these clubs, he explained,
work about 12 hours. Most feel that even more teenagers set up a model stock financial terms, Brotherton continued, is necessary to anyone
could be asked of them."
exchange, elect a president to
in the stock market.
interested
Twenty-five college advisers and S.U. alumni handle investments, a secretary
Stocks are securities which rephave been at work since January preparing the to keep records and report to the resent a part ownership in a
interesting workshop schedule. The workshop at- club members and a treasurer
many of which pay
tendance has increased from 17 schools in 1960 to handle the finances. The corporation,
dividends, he said. A bond is
to 27 schools participating in the present session. members buy a certain amount fundamentally a debt which a
comTONI CLARK from Aquinas Academy, Ta- of shares in an imaginary
company owes to the bondcoma, was appointed editor-in-chief of this year's pany and observe the advances holder.
of their investStudent Prints. She was recommended because and declines
In the fluctuating stock market, new businesses are born and
of her previous experiences in writing articles ments.
for her school paper, The Echoes, and features
MINORS ARE not permitted old ones die, responding to supfor Aquinas' literary magazine, Musings.
to actually purchase stocks or ply and demand.
Teens today are required to
Kaethe Ellis, senior at S.U., has directed the bonds until the age of 21. Howorganization of this year's workshop. She also ever, it is possible under the keep up with the rapid pace set
was executive director of last year's session. Uniform Gift to Minors Act for by the business world, and to
Her time has been spent developing story ideas, teens to hold stock if controlled keep informed of new trades. A
knowledge of the stock market
soliciting help and making all financial arrange- by an adult.
Rrnthertnn acts as the "mid- will help them do this.
ments.

Students Make Tracks With 'Prints'
By RITA WINCHCOMB, Serra Catholic, Salem, Ore
and MARDI SILVEN, St. Francis, Baker, Ore.
"Our ultimate goal is to becomebetter com-

municators for Christ," was how the Very Rev.
A. A. Lemieux, S.J., president of S.U., summed
up the aims of all students who participated in
the Northwest Catholic High School Press Workshop.
The Fifth Annual Workshop, Feb. 19-20, drew
175 delegates from 27 schools. There were 18
parochial schools represented from Washington,
six from Oregon, two fromBritish Columbia and
one fromMontana.
The first issue of Student Prints contained
four pages. This issue has increased to 12.
IN 1960, Mrs. Lori Mills Gavin, then a S.U.
senior, traveled to Gonzaga University and
brought back ideas for a workshop. She was the
first executive director of Student Prints.
Fr. Francis Greene, S.J., wanted to give
Catholic boys and girls the opportunity to publish a newspaper under the actual stresses and
strains involved. This meant writing articles,
taking pictures and laying out pages, all on a
deadline.

Ticker-Tape World
Gives Teens Tips

STUDENT
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Communicate, Concentrate,

WORKSHOP '65 IS:
—Getting right on your assignment and digging for the
scoop.
—Walking around in circles
while waiting for an interview with Fr. Francis
Greene, S.J.
—Roaming the halls of Pigott in search of the staff.
—Punching out your copy
on a temperamental typewriter.
—Having one picture in 10
turn out.

"

—Calming the "tiger in
your tank" with a "Beefy
Boy" at 12:01 a.m.
—Thrashing together that

Collaborate

Fighting for the Focus
Alida Antionelli, Holy Angels, Seattle, gets set to snap
a picture.

editorial.

—Sneaking around corners
and snapping candids!
WORKSHOP '65 IS—
STUDENTS PRINTS
12 PAGES
—30—

The first galley proof under the
watchful eye of Toni Clark,
editor-in-chief, Aquinas Academy, Tacoma.

Courage Is Asking the First Question
Kathy O'Brien, Holy Angels, Seattle,
seeks an answer from a college advisor.

"Yfs, that's right— l
2pages," Fr. Francis Greene,
S.J., head of the journalism department, tells reporter
Rita Winchomb, Serra Catholic, Salem, Ore.
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Editorials

Suffrage Suffers
By HELENMcCANN, Providence, Vancouver
and SEAN MAXWELL, Marquette,Yakima
teenager of the U.S. today has voiced

his cry:
The
teen
grounds
On
what
does
the
"Allow us the vote."
right
Simple
the
to
vote?
plea
America
base
his
for
in
he is of age, an age that qualifies him to fight for
his country and an age, he states, to think logically
for himself and for others.
THE FACT that a person under 21 is able to fight
for his country and does is not denied. We question,
however, his ability to think logically for himself and
for others. It is this discrepancy in his cry to the legisaccounts for the debate among
lators of the states that
—
legislators
same
"Is the average 18-year-old in
these
the U.S. responsible enough to have a voice in government?"
In a quizon basic world personages, the journalism
students attending the 1965 NCHS Press Workshop
scored an average of 50 per cent correct. The results
strengthen all opposition to the cry of the teenagers.
A ballot taken at random revealed the following
slate: Senate Majority Leader, Murph the Surf; President of Harvard University, lan Fleming, and Nobel
Peace Prize Winner, 1964, Leonid Breshnev.
IS THIS THE same 18-year-old who wishes the
right to vote? It is a fact that a prerequisite for voting
is a definite knowledge of situations and people, a
knowledge which the average 18-year-old does not
have.
We feel he would continue to reflect his ignorance
political
in
affairs by gaining the right to vote.
We propose that the only cure for immaturity and
lack of knowledge is time. Years do count. The American voter should also count until he is 21 and is
capable of properly utilizing the free vote.

—

The Pause that Refreshes

Left top, CHRIS TOBKIN. St. Mary's Academy, Portland, wins the Miss-Efficiency-Plus-For-A-Day Award for
typing the most copy in ten minutes.

Play It Safe and Live

—

Lower right, SEAN MAXWELL. Marquette, Yakima,
samples shrimp for his story dietician's report.

By MAUREEN SULLIVAN, Blanchet, Seattle

"Am Imy brother's keeper?" When it comes to
driving, we are all each other's keeper. The driver, the
passenger and the pedestrian must each be responsible
to obey the rules of the road.
The teenage driver learns these rules well to
pass his driver's test but afterwards, does he always
follow them? Statistics prove he does not, for though
he makes up just 17 per cent of the driving population,
he causes 30 per cent of the accidents. Each one of
these accidents means increased insurance rates.
Previously, boys' insurance rates dropped when
they reached the age of 25. Now, however, in some
areas, they are not being reduced until the age of 29.
Girls might also be affected by a raise in rates since
records show that girls cause nearly as many accidents as boys.
Statistics merely show us the problem; solving it
is our responsibility. Passengers should reproach the
reckless driver, as pedestrians should do their part by
being cautious. Yet, in the end, the responsibility rests
on use as teenage drivers.

"TO MAKE Christ's communicators the best" is the
purpose of the fifth Northwest Catholic High School
Press Workshop. The project,
sponsored by the S.U. journalism department began at
1 p.m., yesterday in Pigott
Aud.
THE STUDENT delegation,
composed of 171 delegates
and observers from 24
schools produced 12 pages of
Student Prints under Editorin-Chief Toni Clark of Aquinas High, Tacoma.
The workshop ends at 3
p.m. today with an awards
banquet.

Student Prints
Editor-in-Chief: Toni Clark, Aquinas Academy, Tacoma
Managing Editor: Jim Miller, Jesuit High, Portland.
Editorial Board: Scan Maxwell, Marquette, Yakima; Helen
McCann, Providence, Vancouver; Sandra Hammen, Holy Names,
Spokane; Pam Johnson, Holy Names, Seattle; Maureen Sullivan,
Blanchet, Seattle.
Art Editor: Kathy White, St. Placid's, Olympia. Art Staff:
Thea Herfst, St. Ann's, Victoria; Bill Haaland, ODea, Seattle;
Linda McDonald, Holy Names, Seattle.
Photography Editor: Dennis Williams, Seattle Prep, Seattle.
Photographers: Gary Bemhard, Blanchet, Seattle; Alida Antonelli,
Holy Angels, Seattle; Maureen Matthiesen, Holy Names, Seattle;
Mary Kruger, Serra Catholic, Salem; Rosemary Morrison, Holy
Names, Seattle; Cathy Scott, Holy Angels, Seattle; Margaret McCormick, St. Joseph's, Yakima; Kathy Moll, Marycrest, Portland.
Picture Editors: Susan Bush, St. Placid's, Olympia; Marianne
McHugh, Aquinas Academy, Tacoma; Mary Kay Beeby, Blanchet
High, Seattle.
Bonnie
Editors: Mary Buckley, Yakima Central Yakima;
Joseph's Yakima;
Koenies Aquinas, Tacoma; Kathy Massoth, St. Placid's,
Olympia.
Kathy Carr Blanchet, Seattle; Kathy White, St.
MargaAssistant Editors: Kathy O'Brien, Holy Angels, Seattle;
Parente, Holy
ret McKinnon, Smith Memorial, Pt. Alberni; Anita
Rosary Seattle; Kerry Webster, Bellarmine, Tacofona.
Alberni;
Copy Editors: Darryl Bowen, Smith Memorial, Pt.
Connie Heineman, Marycrest, Portland; Kathy Murphy, St. Joseph's, Yakima.
Reporters: Paula Radspinner, Providence, Vancouver; Jim
Baron ODea, Seattle; Karen Barker, St. Leo's Tacoma; Chris
Tobkin St Mary's, Portland; Sue Dittman, Aquinas, Tacoma;
FlorenLee Sempel, Blanchet, Seattle; John Moen, Seattle Prep,

.

'Twas a Hard Day's Night

Pp,,| tip

Bonnie Koenigs, Aquinas

Academy, Tacoma, meets
final deadline.

26. 27, 28, 29

... Plop!

Jim Miller, Jesuit High,
Portland, finishes up as
managingeditor of Student
Prints.

Helen Bergin. Aquinas, Tacoma; Claudia McMahon, Holy
Names Seattle; Bill Bailey. Bellarmine, Tacoma; Paula Vanderzanden St. Mary of the Valley, Beaverton; Dan Weber, Seattle
Prep, Seattle; Dianne Dugaw, St. Mary's, Toledo; Gena Terry Holy
Tacoma; Gen Haign,
Names Seattle; Joan Schneider, St. Leo's,
Blanchet Seattle; Kathy McPhee, St. Leo's, Tacoma.
Margaret Fleetwood, St. Francis, Baker; Peggy Murphy, St.
Toledo;
Joseph's Yakima; Beverlee Whaley, St. Mary's, Catholic, Joanne
Salem;
Fischer,
Serra
Seattle;
Phil
Rosary,
Bubacz Holy
PortHigh,
White,
Dan
Jesuit
Portland;
Marycrest,
Cress,
Carole
land; Patty Cullinane, Holy Angels, Seattle; Pamela Haley, Holy
Rosary, Seattle; Kate Murphy, Marycrest, Portland.
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CARTOONIST

Nor Sweet Nor Melancholy Dane Bob Hale Enlivens Weather
By GERALDINE HAIGH,

Blanchet, Seattle,
and JOAN SCHNEIDER,
St. Leo's, Tacoma

John Gilbert shed the tradition
of melancholy to assume one of
vigor in the role of "Hamlet" at
the Seattle Repertory Theatre.
Gilbert's interpretation involved the
audience deeply in Hamlet's tragic de-

cision to avenge the death of his father.
The unique portrayal of the "To be, or
not to be
." soliloquy drew divided
reactions from the audience.
In Gilbert's "Hamlet" he could not
possibly be contemplating suicide because the question is one not of suicide
but of avenging his father's death and
consequently risking his own.
PAULINE FLANAGAN failed in the

..

Women's Editor Radiates
Personal Zest in Columns
By SUSAN DITTMAN,
Aquinas Academy, Tacoma,

and FLOREN LEE SEMPEL,
Blanchet High School, Seattle

Sparkling eyes and a radiant smile
characterize the magnetic personality
of Dorothy Brant Brazier, Woman's
News Editor of the Seattle Times.
In her world of black newsprint and
society stories, "no one day is like
another." To Mrs. Brazier, "getting

member. It was his unique and forceful performance that made "Hamlet" a
moving theatre experience.

on alcoholism.
This particular feature won the J. C.
Penney-University of Missouri Journalism Award for excellence in reporting
DOROTHY BRANT BRAZIER
women's news. She will receive $1000
and a medalion at the workshop at the
MRS. BRAZIER pursued journalism
University of Missouri.
through
high school and college. Due to
She launched her career in the
depression,
the
she was unable to finish
fourth grade when she was given a type- her college education
and decided to
owned,
operwriter. At that time she
as a reporter with the
position
take
a
ated and delivered her own neighbor- Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
hood newspaper. From this meager beAfter a stint with the P.1., she
ginning bigger and better things develjoined
the staff of The Times. Her first
oped for Mrs. Brazier. She soon experienced the pleasure of seeing her own assignments as a general reporter during World War II included the coverage
work in print.
of federal court trials. These years were
highlighted by her assignment to a Russian espionage case.
FOR THE PAST 17 years Mrs. Brazier has been Woman's News editor, a
job she cherishes because it brings her
contact with every conceivable perinto
Leo's,
Tacoma
By KAREN BARKER, St.
sonality.
She has interviewed such reand CHRIS TOBKIN, St. Mary's, Portland nowned persons as Maurice Chevalier,
a
customer
walks
into
the
Bon
When
Clark Gable and George Burns. But the
Marche department store's Junior Ap- people she really admires are
the womparel Shop, she probably is unaware of
en behind the men, women like Eleanor
on
her
bankbeing
waged
war
the cold
Roosevelt and Margaret Truman.
book. Various tactics are used to asMrs. Brazier is a sincere person, a
sure the sale of merchandise.
warm human being. She is not merely a
BEFORE the racks of the Bon reporter of facts, but a woman with inMarche are filled with the latest fashions sight into the heart of society.
and colors of the season, Miss Lois Maycumber, the Junior Shop's head buyer, Long-Distance Call;
flies to New York to review the latest
creations. She also attends "showings"
in California and the Olympic Hotel in
Seattle. At these fashion reviews, buyers
assemble to select their stock from floor
displays set up by the manufacturers. By KATHY McPHEE, St. Leo's, Tacoma,
Apparel that is chosen for the store deand MARGARET FLEETWOOD,
pends chiefly upon the taste of the buySt. Frances, Baker
er. Miss Maycumber said.
No, it wasn't a candid camera gag.
In most cases, the Bon Marche is
Nor
was it a stunt. We were on the level
able to move their stock before the ad- and actually attempted to talk to Presiwhen
However,
each
new
vent of
season.
dent Johnson or Vice President Humphcertain styles or colors are not as popu- rey.
lar in one of the six Bon Marche locaThe local operator helped us contions as in another it becomes necessary
tact
the Washington, D.C., operator. She
to trade merchandise between stores.
gave us the number of the White House.
IF CUSTOMERS still fail to buy a Next we heard the voice of the switchcertain style, it is marked down one- board operator at the White House. We
third of the original price. These mark- told her whom we wished to talk to and
downs, or sales, serve a two-fold pur- she connected us with one of the Presipose for the department old stock is dent's secretaries.
eliminated and customers are attracted.
"COULD WE please talk to PresiStyles, prices, manufacturers, col- dent Johnson?" we asked. Then the
ors, sizes and sales of all items are re- somewhat bewildered secretary began
corded by a system of punches on the to give us the third degree. Having
price tag. These records help the buyer given her the necessary information, she
to decide which items are most appeal- told us that we couldn't possibly talk
ing to customers.
with the President because he was in
conference.
attack
on
the
vulOTHER LINES of
We persisted a little longer and she
nerable pocketbook are the psychologius with George Reedy, Presiarrangeby
attractive
connected
webs
woven
cal
ments of clothing, and price-reduction dent Johnson's press secretary. He lissigns scattered strategically throughout tened and confirmed what the secretary
had told us. We thanked him and found
the store.
According to Miss Gigi Gewalt. assis- ourselves again talking to the secretary.
WE ASKED her for the number of
tant buyer for the Bon Marche. the
thing that really makes their stock sell the vice president's office. She gave it
is the dedication and belief of the sales to us and connected us with the switchstaff in the merchandise. She stated, board operator who rang his office. One
"If you believe in the fashions enough of his secretaries answered. We asked
and display them properly, you can her if we could talk to the vice president.
make them sell."

Tricks of Bon's Trade
Keep Buyers Coming

all impact of the play with the exception of the inappropriate music. Because
Gilbert set his own mood so completely,
the music proved to be a distraction.
Acting, including the minor parts,
was good. The exception was Thomas
Hill's portrayal of Claudius, which fell
short of expectations. At best his part
was badly underplayed.
ARCHIE SMITH as the meddlesome
Polonius displayed superb communication with the audience. Ophelia, portrayedby Judith Doty, and Laertes, portrayed by Roy Clary, were in no way a
disappointment.
In sum, the play's success was due
mainly to John Gilbert, in spite of the
fact that this was only his seventh performance in the role. (He took over
Stephen Joyce's part when Joyce was
forced to withdraw temporarily for an

operation.)
Gilbert joined the Repertory Theatre
last year as an associate member and
returns this year as a full company

around" and meeting people are the
essence of newspaper reporting.
THIRTY YEARS of experiencehave
contributed to her various award-win-

ning articles, including a recent series

attempt to portray a powerful Gertrude.
In her climactic scene, she did not seem
capable of maintaining her part, leaving
the burden of the scene to Hamlet.
Special effect, particularly the effective lighting, contributed to the over-

By PAULA RADSPINNER,
Providence Academy, Vancouver
and JIM BARON, ODea, Seattle
"If you casually walk up to a fellow and say 'Hello, I'm Joe Jones,'
you'll never impress him. But by saying,
'Hello, I'm Joe Jones' and then kicking
him in the stomach, he'll remember you
for the rest of his life," So said Robert
(Bob) Hale of his formula for gaining
publicity.
Hale explained, "In establishing myself, Ipainted my name in 8-inch letters
on the window, and in large letters underneath Ipainted 'genius'. Then peoplebegan to take notice."
It apparently worked, for Hale is
well established as a popular cartoonist
whose business is thriving. KING-TV,
a Seattle station, played a big part by
giving him his weather program.
He had been cartooning for KING'S
public relations department for some
lime. Ten years ago he was approached
by a KING-TV advertiser who wanted a
weather forecast show with character
and appeal.
Since drawing came naturally to
Hale, he drew cartoons and painted

signs in a department of Bellingham
High School. After he graduated, he continued his career and did window trim
ming in Rhodes department store 1
Seattle.
Hale runs his own correspondenc
course in cartooning art. Advertised na
tionally, he gets most business from th
densely populated areas in the easter
and southwestern sections of the n
tion.He sends courses to Europe, Afric
and Australia though he does not adve
tise outside the U.S.

? ? Bill of Rights Baffles Seattle Citizens ? ?
By BILL BAILEY,

Bellarmine High, Tacoma;
HELEN BERGIN,

Aquinas Academy, Tacoma;
CLAUDIA JO McMAHON,
Holy Names, Seattle;
and JOHN MOl.N,Seattle Prep, Seattle

Would you recognize the Bill of
Rights? Do you know what it represents? Would you re-affirm it?
Under the guise of "The Committee
for the Security of Home Owners," a
petition which was, in fact, a section of
the Bill of Rights, was presented to local
citizens in a downtown area.
"I don't know enough about it,"
"I'll think it over," "What does
" it
mean?" "They don't do any good; such
were some of the answers provided by
Seattleites.

THE PETITION stated the Seventh
Amendment to the Constitution beginning: "The right of the people to be
secure in their persons, houses, papers,
and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures ..." These rights,
guaranteed to all U.S. citizens, were
strangely unfamiliar to many.
Reactions ranged from complete indifference to enthusiastic support. Signing the petition, one indignant man re-

SIGNATURE REQUESTED: Bill Bailey, right, Bellarmine High, approaches Seattleite with petition for new constitutional amendment.

- -

marked, "The police do it anyway."

the red and orange neon
marquee of "How To Murder Your
Wife," a young nun vaguely recalled
the Bill of Rights, murmuring, "Haven't
Iheard that somewhere before?" One
sighed existentially, "What does it matter anyway?" On his beat, an upright

Under

White House Refuses Coeds' Plea

—

HOT LINE: Margaret Fleetwood,
(1.), and Kathy McPhee telephone
the White House.
After asking us several questions,
she said that it would be impossible to
talk with him because he was already
one hour late for a trip to Cape Kennedy,
and that he had 10 other calls to return.
SHE CONNECTED us with Norman
Sherman who alsooffered us assistance.
"Wo want fo talk with the vice presi-

dent,"
" we said. "You've got to be joking! he replied, and then verified what
the previous secretary had said, emphatically adding that it would be impossible to contact Mr. Humphrey while
he is at CapeKennedy.
The long distance operator gave us
the number of the White House living
quarters and then connected us with one
of the President's secretaries. We said
that we would like to speak to Luci. She
asked us, "Who are you and why are
you calling?" Hesitantly we explained
our purpose. She questioned, "Is she a
personal friend of yours?"
" We answered
with the obvious "No!
NEXT WE attempted to talk with
Mrs. Humphrey. Once again we talked
with a secretary. She referred us to
Sherman. We explained what we wanted
this time. He thought a while and then
said that we could not talk with her
because she is leaving for a trip to
Florida with her husband.
Faced with such overwhelming obstacles, we were forced to abandon our
assignment of speaking to the President of the U.S.

Mrs. Johnson Appeals
Washington, Feb. 19— (AP)— Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson launched a poverty project to day with an appeal to women
throughout the nation to reach out and
help young children from poverty stricken homes to get ready for school next
fall.

police officer, refusing to sign,
grumbled: "No, I won't— l think it's

Communistic."
SOME INSISTED that they were
busy, others said they didn't understand and a few considered it the move
of an extremist faction. Though many
citizens offered such contradictory and

evasive remarks, a few did recognize
the Constitution and re-affirmed it with
their signatures.
"The Committee for the Security of
Home Owners" reports that of the patriotic Seattleites petitioned, 57.3 per cent
recognized, realized, and re-affirmed the
Bill of Rights in our Constitution. The
remaining 42.7 per cent are now taking
remedial courses in sixth-grade U.S.
history.

'Egyptians
By PAULA VANDERZANDEN. St. Mary's i
DAN WEBER, Seattle Prep

They call themselves the "Egyptians,
of fun is to rip apart old cars.
Another gang of hot-rodding young he
they're more of a study group, according
son, West Seattle automobile dealer who
founder and adult moderator.
The Egyptians —are 10 West Seattle
students who study rather than race-

cars.

THE IDEA FOR the group was first
Watson by the West Seattle YMCA twe
Several teenagers in the area had expres
est in forming some type of car club. Th
Bill Watson to head the project.
'
"We started out with book work,"
"I wanted to teach them something aboi
runs." Then came demonstrations. "We
'54 Dodge V-8 engine," Watson recalled,
it apart— literally."
The next project was more ambitious,
one of the boys gave them a useless 19!
The 10 Egyptians cut away the body an<
and examined the entire engine. "By this
to un<
son said, "they were beginning
"
workings of a gasoline engine.

'
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Museum Retells Saga
Bob Hale Enlivens Weather Forecasting Of Past N.W. History
~w~
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TV CARTOONIST

As he showed us a package he was
sending to Peru he complained, "I send
a course to someone in Nigeria. It costs
over $1.50 in postage. Ithink Ilose."
HIS CARTOONING is strictly his
own. He is not influenced by anyone,
nor does he imitate. But he does watch
the cartoon scene with a critical eye.
"Walt Disney and Hanna-Barbera Studios do the best cartoon presentation. I
like the basically simple, cut character
approach, but can't say much for the
contemporary school, which combines
design, form and color for effect."
When asked the price of his work,
Hale noted it depends mostly on the
customer and how much money he has.
He also must consider detail and effort. As he tries to maintain a quota of
income per day, he commented, "Someone is going to suffer a little for the
time I'm spending with you reporters."
He has no favorite cartoon characters, but because the cat lends itself to
cartooning, it is predominant in his
work.
He couldn't say where to go for instruction because "you are an artist
or you aren't."

By PAULA RADSPINNER,
Providence Academy, Vancouver
and JIM BARON, ODea, Seattle
"If you casually walk up to a fel-

low and say 'Hello, I'm Joe Jones,'
you'll never impress him. But by saying,
'Hello, I'm Joe Jones' and then kicking
him in the stomach, he'll remember you
for the rest of his life," So said Robert
(Bob) Hale of his formula for gaining
publicity.
Hale explained, "In establishing myself, Ipainted my name in 8-inch letters
on the window, and in large letters underneath Ipainted 'genius'. Then people began to take notice."
It apparently worked, for Hale is
well established as a popular cartoonist
whose business is thriving. KING-TV,
a Seattle station, played a big part by
giving him his weather program.
He had been cartooning for KING'S
public relations department for some
time. Ten years ago he was approached
by a KING-TV advertiser who wanted a
weather forecast show with character
and appeal.
Since drawing came naturally W
Hale, he drew cartoons and painted

signs in a department of Bellingham
High School. After he graduated, he continued his career and did window trimming in Rhodes department store in

Seattle.
Hale runs his own correspondence
course in cartooning art. Advertised nationally, he gets most business from the
densely populated areas in the eastern
and southwestern sections of the nation. He sends courses to Europe, Africa
and Australia though he does not advertise outside theU.S.
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hts Baffles Seattle Citizens ? ?
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Job Enthralls Stewardess
By JoANNE BUBACZ,
Holy Rosary, Seattle

SIGNATURE REQUESTED: Bill Bailey, right, Bellarmine High, approaches Seattleite with petition for new constitutional amendment.

- -

marked, "The police do it anyway."
Under the red and orange neon

marquee of "How To Murder Your

Wife," a young nun vaguely

recalled

the Bill of Rights, murmuring, "Haven't
Iheard that somewhere before?" One
sighed existentially, "What does it matter anyway?" On his beat, an upright

ds' Plea
tit,"

we said. "You've got to be jok!" he replied, and then verified what
previous secretary had said, emphatically adding that it would be impossible to contact Mr. Humphrey while
le

is at CapeKennedy.

The long distance operator gave us
c number of the White House living
uarters and then connected us with one
the President's secretaries. We said
lat we would like to speak to Luci. She
sked us, "Who are you and why are
ou calling?" Hesitantly we explained
ur purpose. She questioned, "Is she a
)ersonal friend of yours?" We answered
ith the obvious "No!"
NEXT WE attempted to talk with
rs. Humphrey. Once again we talked
ith a. secretary. She referred us to
Sherman. We explained what we wanted
this time. He thought a while and then
said that we could not talk with her
because she is leaving for a trip to
Florida with her husband.
Faced with such overwhelming obstacles, we were forced to abandon our
assignment of speaking to the Presidentof the U.S.

Mrs. Johnson Appeals
Washington, Feb. 19— (AP)— Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson launched a poverty project to day with an appeal to women
throughout the nation to reach out and
helpyoung children from poverty stricken homes to get ready for school next

police officer, refusing to sign,
grumbled: "No, I won't— l think it's

Communistic."
SOME INSISTED that

they

RELIC OF HISTORY: Gena Terry (1.), Dianne Dugaw and Mrs. Lois
Bark, director of education at the Museum of History and Industry,
view figurehead of ship.
The museum contains such artifacts
By GENA TERRY,
Holy Names, Seattle
as the picturesque cable car that traveled on Yesler Way a half-century ago
and DIANE DUGAW,
and the glue pot that started the 1889
Toledo,
Wash.
Mary's,
St.
eye
Attracting
A 12-foot Alaskan brownbear stands Seattle fire. examplesthe feminine
wedding
of
the
authentic
are
the
Surrounding
bear
poised for attack.
in the early 1900's.
are glaring cougars, graceful gazelles fashions used
of
forms
wild
life.
and other
THE BOEING STORY, so important
Seattle's Museum of History and In- in the growth of the Pacific Northwest,
dustry mirrors the history of the Pacific
is revealed in exhibits ranging from the
Northwest from the nineteenth century "latest" airplanes in 1915 to the Boeing
to the present day.
Company's newest projects in aerospace.
FOUNDED 13 YEARS ago, the museum has acquired an impressive display of articles which were donated by
interested citizens of this area.
"This museum should be used by the
people
of a community so that they can
Miss Sally Watt, chief stewardess at
learn more about their city," stated Mrs.
United, told student reporters that oncfe
Bark. Mrs. Minnie Hanson, publicity dia girl has served as a stewardess, she
rector,
added that its displays are aimed
acquires the poise and maturity which
preserving
and presenting momenwill prove an asset to any future under- at
region.
tos
of
this
taking.

were

busy, others said they didn't understand and a few considered it the move
of an extremist faction. Though many
citizens offered such contradictory and
evasive remarks, a few did recognize
the Constitution and re-affirmed it with
their signatures.
"The Committee for the Security of
Home Owners" reports that of the patriotic Seattleites petitioned, 57.3 per cent
recognized, realized, and re-affirmed the
Bill of Rights in our Constitution. The
remaining 42.7 per cent are now taking
remedial courses in sixth-grade U.S.
history.

and BEVERLY WHALEY,
St. Mary's,
" Toledo
"I love it!
exclaimed Franzi
Lacher, a young effervescent airline
stewardess, who finds her career both
thrilling and meaningful. A 5-foot-3 blueeyed brunette, Franzi meets the requirements to a "T" and has all the necessary qualificationsof a "United Airlines
Airess." She is 21, single,in good health,
and has just the right personality.
After a series of interviews, the
chosen applicants are flown to an ultramodern stewardess center near Chicago.
Here they receive an intensive five-week
course of classroom studies to prepare
them for any situation they may encounterduring flight.
FROM HERE THE novice steps into
a career that offers a wide range of
opportunities in travel and personal experience.
After one calendar year of service,
a stewardess can obtain air passes to
any part of the U.S. free and up to 75
per cent fare reduction on foreign
flights. In addition to a salary of up to
$350 per month, the stewardess en route
is provided with meals, limited transportation and lodging in reserved hotel

rooms.
WORKING A MINIMUM of 70 hours
a month, a stewardess' duties consist
of instructing the travelers in flight proall,
cedures, serving meals, and above

showing an active interest in all of her
passengers.
Thirty-five years ago, United Airlines was the first company to introduce
stewardess service. Since then the number has increased from one to 2300.

ROTC Raider-Guerillas
Practice Voluntary Drills
By PHIL FISCHER,
Serra Catholic, Salem, Ore.,

and CAROLE GRESS,
Marycrest, Portland
a division of the S.U.
Raiders,
The
ROTC, are playing war games in Ft.
Lewis' backyard.
The operationin guerrilla warfare is
typical of the unit's activities. Emphasized by the late President Kennedy, the
ROTC program was extended to include
these volunteer special forces groups. In
1963 the University, informed by the
army that such teams were desired,
formed a group which later became
known as the Raiders.
TODAY, NUMBERING 40, the Raiders have as their goal to develop the
self reliance in their men which will
allow them to act in emergency and
train them how to act in guerrilla warfare.
Because this is a special forces unit,
men like Capt. James Raudebaugh and
Sgt. Roy Lewis provide the men with
expert courses in bayonet training, survival and first aid.

THE COURSE itself is an extremely
demanding one. Only 16 men have
achieved the beret, symbol of a fullfledged Raider. To achieve the baret
they must excell in every test of scholship and "soldiership."
After completing the Raider program as well as regular ROTC training, they may be eligible to join the
Army as a 2nd lieutenant for a period
of not less than two years.
These young officers must apply the
fine arts of small-units tactics, patrolling
and night combat, as part of what will
be their daily encounter with danger.
Such a life taxes both their energies and
their sanity.
Gene Smith, an upperclassman in
Raiders, earns $40 a month. Rick Lennon, a freshman,

said "It's fun!" And

in the genuine spirit of romance, sloshing through a swamp can indeedbe fun.
The spirit of adventure is strong in
all men, but in the Raiders this spirit
becomes "esprit de corps." The "great
society" will be safeguarded by these
camouflaged bipeds. Guerillas after all,
may be man's best friend.

'Egyptians' Discover Cars From Inside
By PAULA VANDERZANDEN. St. Mary's of the Valley
DAN WEBER, Seattle Prep
They call themselves the "Egyptians." Their idea
of fun is to rip apart old cars.

Another gang of hot-rodding young hoodlums? No,
they're more of a study group, according to Bill Watson, West Seattle automobile dealer who is the club's
founder and adult moderator.
The Egyptians are 10 West Seattle high school
students who study— rather than race second-hand

—

cars.

THE IDEA FOR the group was first broached to
Watson by the West Seattle YMCA two years ago.
Several teenagers in the area had expressed an interest in forming some type of car club. The "V" found
Bill Watson to head the project.
"We started out with book work," Watson said.
"I wanted to teach them something about how a car
runs." Then came demonstrations. "We found an old
'54 Dodge V-8 engine," Watson recalled, "and we tore
it apart— literally."
The next project was more ambitious.The uncle of
one of the boys gave them a useless 1951 Chevlolet.
The 10 Egyptians cut away the body and dismantled
and examined the entire engine. "By this time," Watson said, "they were beginning to understand the
workings of a gasoline engine."

THEY BEGAN TO rebuild the dismantled engine.
In order to meet the costs, the boys sponsored car
washes and sold mistletoe.
With the money left over after expenditures on engine parts, the Egyptians designed and printed their
own membership cards. They also purchased special
club sweatshirts. The emblem of the Egyptians, which
appears on both the cards and the sweatshirts, is a
motorized pyramid on wheels.
Speaking of the value of the club, Watson said,
"Three of our 10 members, Ithink, will go into work
in the automotive industry after they graduate from
high school. Ibelieve that the work they've done with
us can't help but be favorable in later life.
"It will benefit not only those boys, but the others,
who probably won't go into that line of work. Most
people look at a car going down the street and they
think there's nothing to it. These boys know different."
WATSON EMPHASIZED that the Egyptians is not
racing
a
club. He said that the boys study and rebuild
engines at the regular Tuesday-night meetings. The
club encourages safe driving but sponsors no driving
or racing competitions.
Expanding the topic, Watson spoke about vocational training in general."Many high school students
go on to college,"he admitted, "but many othersdon't.
What happens to them? People say, 'Oh, there's al-

ways work for anyone with a diploma,' but this isn't

true. They need training to make a living."

Watson suggests extended vocational training in
high schools to solve the problem.
"This is a nation on wheels," Watson said. "These
boys are learning something valuable, and Ithink
every one of them is a better person than he was two
years ago."
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I^OMEHOW or other we were talked into running a full page ad
in the Student Prints.
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Now don't get us wrong Grange Printing prints the Spectator and
we think an advertiser can sell all sorts of things in student newspapers. You know, a captive audience, special interest group, kids
with money to burn and all that stuff the staff uses to sell ads. We
dig it, man. Besides, it helps the newspapers pay our bills.
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PRODUCTION MANAGER (He's the idea man around here): Why
don't we say: "We sell good printing."
COMPOSING ROOM FOREMAN (He's the one who does all the
real work): Crazy, man.
FIRST GIRL IN THE OFFICE (She keeps the time around here. You
know, three-quarter time, waltz time, etc.): Why don't we say:
"We sell cheap printing."
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COMPOSING ROOM FOREMAN: Crazy, man.
SECOND GIRL IN THE OFFICE (She helps the first girl in the
office): Why don't we say: "We sell good and cheap printing."
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We're wandering. The point is that we thought a full page ad was
going to be mad, mad fun and help us to sell gobs of printing and
everyone at the high schools would have a nice warm feeling for
the folks at Grange Printing and this would be a real great thing.
That is, we thought this until we sat down to write the ad.
Nothing. How in the world do you motivate (that's a word we
picked up in the Soc class many years ago) a bunch of high school
kids to come running down to our establishment and start buying
printing like it was going out of style next week.
Idea. We called the staff together for a "brainstorming" session.
This is the sort of thing the big boys do in corporations and ad
agencies and what could we lose. This is the way it went:
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COMPOSING ROOM FOREMAN: Crazy, man.
HEAD MAN (who is impatient, because he is going on vacation nexi
week): Why don't we forget all this and go back to work.
Which is what everyone did and why we don't have an ad to fill up
this page. For those of you who feel a little bit guilty about your
fine newspaper bilking us, why don't you resolve those guilt feelings
(Psych 100) and come and order some printing from us. Even if
you don't want to order any printing, come and see us anyway.
We like to talk.
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Tri-Lights Unifies Schools Student Politics Vary
In Workshop Survey
Compiled by
BARRIE SMITHMEYER,
Holy Names Academy, Spokane

Last year, for the first time in
the Archdiocese of Seattle, three
Catholic high schools co-pub-

By LAWRIE JONES, Holy Names, Seattle,
and JOHN THIEBES, Gonzaga Prep, Spokane
Variation in associated student bodies and lack of politica

lished an eight-page newspaper
—Tri-Lights. Since then it has
become a major factor in unifying the Tacoma Catholic high

schools.
The paper itself was the result
of a suggestion by Fr. Francis
Greene, S.J., during S.U.s 1964
Press Workshop. At an NCSPA
meeting of Tacoma area schools
during April 1964, Father met
with advisers from the three
schools: Mr. James Riley, S.J.,
Bellarmine; Sr. Mary Grace,
OP.. Aquinas; and Sr. Mariella,
OSF, St. Leo's, and 1964 editors
TRI-LIGHTS EDITORS: Chris Sobba, Toni Clark, Sam Bufalini.
Pat Inman of Bellarmine, Judy
and
Chris
Aquinas
Markham of
PLANS ARE being made for see it replace our school paSobba of St. Leo's. Here probApril issue. At that time it is pers."
an
lems were discussed and ground
Mark Casey, a Bellarmine
hoped some of the difficulties senior,
plans laid.
said. "I like both, but
encountered in December will be Tri-Lights gives a more comIN THE FIRST edition, each ironed out.
plete coverage. Ifeel like Iam
Tri-Lights has given rise to really readingnews and not just
school was allotted two separate
pages. The first page was divid- one unanimous comment: "We school chatter."
ed equally among the three like it!" A survey was taken,
WHEN ASKED how often stuschools, allowing for a picture aimed at discovering why students would like to see the triso
enthusiastic.
dents
were
and at least two articles. The
school edition in circulation,
remarks were un- Marilyn
Miller, an Aquinas
editorial page was also shared Slanted
earthed.
sophomore,replied, "As often as
among the three schools.
The question was posed: possible. It has done so much
The second issue of Tri-Lights "Would you rather see Tri- for better feelings between the
was printed during this year's Lights as your school paper in- schools that I think it should
Christmas season. Editors Sam stead of your own individual pa- come out just as often as possiper?"
ble."
Bufalini of Bellarmine, Toni
Karen Barker, St. Leo junior
Aquinas
and Chris SobClark of
PAM POE, Aquinas junior, reba of St. Leo's, were faced with plied, "I liked it better than our and assistant Tri-Lights editor,
many new problems which were own paper. Echoes might be said she didn't think it would be
not apparent in the first issue.
liked better if it came out once possible to have it published
The major problem this year in a while with Tri-Lights com- more than twice a year.
When asked if any improvewas getting together and organ- ingout more often."
izing. Due to the Christmas seaKathy Fread, St. Leo senior, ments could be suggested, the
son activities and hazardous answered, "You can't really be general consensus was to keep
weather conditions, meetings yourself in a paper with other up the good work and to conand plans went almost to the last schools. Tri-Lights is a marvel- tinue publishing "the really
deadline.
ous idea, but Iwouldn't want to great editions of Tri-Lights."

clubs was revealed in a survey of Northwest Catholic high school
students at the fifth annual Northwest Catholic High School Press
Workshop at S.U.
Gonzaga Prep and Loyola were found to be the only schools
to have a two-party system for their elections. Holy Names, Seattle was the only school to have political clubs— Young Republicans
and Young Democrats.
THE YOUNG Republicans and Young Democrats debate on
current affairs and events in the Republican and Democratic
parties. They keep the school informed about politics especially
during the national elections.
At Loyola, the two top students are nominated in a democratic
election. A platform is established and followed by a series of debates, which usually decide the election. Students may favor either
the "A" or "B" parties. The candidates direct their platforms
toward the letterman's club, the faculty, and the speech class.
A GONZAGA student is chosen for an office by going through
the school with a petition. After 50 students have signed it, he is
elected as a candidate. Then students are divided up into either
When a delegate is running for an office in the "A" party, all
and
the "A" party members listen to their delegate's campaign
only "B" party juniors and seniors can listen while "A" campaigns. The same routine is then followed by "B" delegates.
Faculty members approve candidates who file to run for office
at Aquinas Academy, Tacoma. Students elect officers using a
voting machine. At Seattle Prep leaders are chosen by the primary
method. In schools such as Providence, Vancouver, freshmen are
eligible for offices.
IN MANY SCHOOLS, the students nominate and elect their
officers without faculty approval .At Blanchet, Seattle, a co-ed
school, boys are elected as president and secretary, and the g'rls
as vice president and treasurer.
At Holy Angels, Seattle, girls run for offices of president and
vice president in teams, but the student body can vote for individual candidates.

Northwest News Round-up:

Parochial Students Show Talent, Service, Courage
Compiled by

YAKIMA

A Cuban refugee, Vivian Delgado, is currently attending St.
Joseph's Academy. In 1962, at
the age of 14, Vivian arrived in
Florida.
Soon after FidelCastro's takeover, her father's estate was
confiscated and Cuba was under
Communist rule. Vivian's parents arranged for the transporting of Vivian and her brother to
the U.S. Leaving was difficult
for Vivian, knowing that she
may never see her parents
again.
To the students of St. Joseph's,
Cuba was a remote island. Vivian put it, "You can read about
Cuba but you cannot believe it
until you reallylive through it."
She continued, "Now when I
read about Cuba in the papers,
I find it hard to believe, even
though Ihave lived through it."

"

"

"

Mike Mottet, a senior at Yakima Central Catholic, was re-

cently given the honor of being
one of six students going to West
Point at the end of April for a
special seminar.
Mottet was also selected to
present his research paper, entitled "Study of Radionuclides in
the Cascade Mountains Ecology," Wednesday at the Junior
Science and Humanities symposium at the
" U.W." "
For years, a strong fence separated the girls of St. Joseph's
Academy from the boys of MarquetteHigh.
The schools, located across the
street from each other, shared
the same lunch hour. The boys
of Marquette dated girls from
St. Joseph's. Although they
wanted to cat lunch together.

CHRIS CASS, St. Mary's, Portland
MARK STERGIOS, Loyola, Missoula
BARRIE SMITHMEYER, Holy Names, Spokane
the fence remained. After per- ed from the British Isles. Band for the current session of the
sistent pleading, the gate was members wear saffron kilts and legislature. Tony served as a
Senate page in Olympia for a
opened. However, the lunch kellygreen tunics.
hour times were changed.
Scottish bagpipes came from week in February.
Vancouver, 8.C., and six drums
TACOMA
Long hair is disappearing as
imported from London.
Ingenious athletes at St. Leo's were
Fr. William Hayes, S.J., princiinitiated a sports first Jan. 11-21.
The students at Holy Names pal, patrols the halls of Gonzaga
They started an annual Hop- Academy,
Seattle, will sponsor Prep with scissors in hand,
scotch Tournament. The tourna- their annual carnival, March 1. dashing the hopes of would-be
ment kept participants on their Carnival Day provides the stu- Beatles.
toes and referees "hopping"
with a day free of studies
mad. Spectators marveledat the dents
and
A "Leisure Panel" discussion
uniforms
and an opportunity
feats taking place during the for various homerooms
to ex- will take place March 18 at Holy
The
play-offs.
noon-hour
corona- hibit their ingenuity.
Names Academy.
tion on Jan. 22 named the victor,
The panel will consist of five
novelty
features
of
Along
with
freshman Michelle Ward, "Hopcarnival, an essential fea- student representatives with
the
scotch Queen."
ture is the Carnival Queen con- Judge Lawrence Leahy as moderator. The purpose of the panel
Bergin,
junior
at test.
Helen
a
is
to give both students and parprofit
by
The
made
the
classes
Aquinas Academy in Tacoma, goes into a fund for the educa- ents an opportunity
to express
will spend this summer in Nor- tion or graduate work of a Holy openly their feelings as to how a
way. She will be an American
teenager spends and should
representative to the "Experi- Names sister.
spend his leisure time.
TOLEDO
ment in International Living"
The quick action of Rosemarie
CONTESTS
program. The Girl Scouts and
Nancy Herzia, a senior at St.
on Jan. 8 probably saved
Borte
Girl Guides are sponsoring this the Borte home from destruc- Francis, Baker, Ore., and Kevin
program for the explanation
tion. Rosemarie, a junior at St. Williams, a junior at Gonzaga
and display of native customs Mary's Academy, Toledo. Prep, Spokane, were winners in
and lives.
Wash., was cooking dinner for their state's "Voice of DemocraSEATTLE
her two seminarian brothers cy" Scriptwriting Contest.
The nation-wide contest was
An authentic Gaelic Pipe and when the frying pan exploded.
Drum Band is the newest attracShe carried the burning pan sponsored by the Veterans of
tion at Blanchet High School. outside while her brothers ex- Foreign Wars. Each state wintinguished the fire. Rosemarie ner will receive an all-expenseSeattle.
The band was officially com- returned to school after recover- paid trip on March 5-12 to Washmissioned Jan. 22 by Fr. James ing from extensive second de- ington, D.C. A banquet with
members of Congress is schedMallahan, principal. Blanchet's gree burns.
uled to announce the national
band performs at all home basSPOKANE
ketball games and will accomTwo Spokane juniors, Tony winners of $5,000, $3,500, $2,500
pany the team at the regional Behrens, Gonzaga Prep, and and $1,500 scholarships. In adMary Holscher, Holy Names dition, each state winner has
basketball play-offs in March.
The group was organized in Academy, have been kept busy been presented with savings
November. 1963, under the direc- running errands for members bonds, certificates, medals and
tion of John Carlton Wilds.
of the Washington State legisla- luggage.
Uniforms were designed by ture and maintaining school
Carolyn Queener and Kathie
Mr. and Mrs. Wilds and import- work. too. Mary will be a page
MARGARET PAMMENT, Blanchet, Seattle

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Werner have been named finalists in Washington for the Betty
Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow Contest. Carolyn is a senior
at Holy Names Academy, Spokane, and Kathie is from Aquinas Academy in Tacoma.
The award is based on a competitive contest. It makes them
eligible for a $500 scholarship
and a trip to Washington, D.C,
for the national contest.

Jesuit High Gives
Full Scholarship

By JIM MILLER
Jesuit High, Portland
Jesuit High's newly-reformed
National Honor Society is working out details of a program to
offer a full tuition scholarship
to aNegro boy in financial need.

THE MEMBERS want to
share their good fortune with
a boy who is capable, but financially unable to receive the benefits of Catholic education.
The concept was suggested by
Fr. Daniel Weber, S.J., Honor
Society moderator. It was
shaped by the club's 34 members. The program was described as one of "individual
initiative coupled with the assistance of a scholarship."
THE SOCIETY members originally planned to finance the
program at a cost of $250, on
a personal assessment basis.
This would levy a per capita
requirement of between $7 and
$8. Some alternate means of
financing the program is being
sought.
The program will be initiated
next

fall.
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UNIVERSITY

CHALLENGE!
Seattle University Introduces Stimulating New
Program of Studies, Makes Education an Adventure

c
k^EATTLE

UNIVERSITY will introduce an exciting
new comprehensive program of basic studies in the 19651966 academic year. It is the result of a year-long faculty
review of the University's Core curriculum, i.e., those
courses required of every student.
The new Core, which will consist of a total of 80 or
84 hours of course work in seven major areas of study, is
a completely fresh approach to the growing academic
challenge of liberal education in an age of specialization.
Both the method of teaching and the content of the
introductory courses in History, Philosophy, English, the
Social and Physical Sciences are drastically altered. They
differ from previous offerings not only at Seattle University but, to a large measure, from those of other institutions.
The changes will affect the entire academic life of
the University from the number of hours required for
graduation to the level of scholarship of every student.
Their whole emphasis is on quality teaching and the best
means of learning.
Although they are all at the introductory level the
Core courses will be taught by the best teachers in each
department.Class sizes in general will be restricted so as
to combine the advantages of both seminar and lecture
methods of teaching.
For the student, the new order will mean greater
opportunity for outside reading; will assure and increase
integration of the knowledge acquired; and will present a
more challenging beginning to his college career, with the
probability that he will be able to identify his major field
of study earlier and be able to concentrate on it sooner.
Core courses will carry four quarter-hours of credit;
courses outside the core are beingadapted to this standard wherever practical. The number of quarter-hours
needed for graduation will be reduced from a minimum of
196 to a minimum of 180.
The heart of the new Core is the whollyreshaped and
revitalized Philosophy sequence of five courses totalling
20 hours. The first three courses, consisting of a survey
from the early Greek philosophers through the Existentialists,will be taken in the freshman year and the remaining two in the sophomore year. The latter will be systematic courses that investigate the problems of man and
his knowledge and the general problems of value and
ethics.

—

.
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The Mathematics sequence, like the science offerings
in the Core, is aimed at imparting to the humanities
student arf understanding of the fundamental concepts or
mathematics rather than problem-solving techniques. It
carries eight credits and consists of two 4-hour courses.
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Surprise Personality Quiz Baffles Delegates
By CHARLENE HERINCK and
MARY SUTHERLAND,
St. Mary's of the Valley;

SYLVIA HORSCH,

Holy Names, Seattle;

GREGG PETERSON,

Loyola High School, Missoula;

DOLORES SCHAFER,
Providence Academy, Vancouver.
How well acquainted with
world figures are high school
students? This question was answered by a quiz administered
to the delegates of the Press
Workshop.

THE SCORES ranged from 4
per cent to 94 per cent. The average for all Catholic high
school students was 52 per cent
correct. The boys averaged 64
per cent, compared with the
girls' 46 per cent.
The highest scorer, however,
was Maureen Sullivan from
Blanchet High School. Maureen
is co-editor of The Miter, Blanchet's paper.
The most widely known were
Harold Wilson, Dr. Salk and
U Thant.

The least recognized were
Marc Bohan, head of the house
of Dior, Roger Bannister, who
was the first to run the mile in
less than 4 minutes; Rafer
Johnson, decathlon winner in
1960; Rolf Hochluth, author of
"The Deputy," and Murf the
Surf, a New York jewel thief.

BELLARMINE High School
of Tacoma obtained the highest
average among high schools.
Their average was 76 per cent.
Students were also requested
to name their senators. Sixtyone per cent were able to name
both while 25.6 per cent did not
know either.
The current events test
showed that the teacher is better informed than the student,
as the advisers' average score
was 68 per cent.
A NUN MATCHED the family
name of the Pope with an "opera singer" and a priest identified him as an "Italian film director."
Statistics also show that Jesuits are the most informed with

a superior 74 per cent, to the
female advisers' 56 per cent.
The high scoring adviser was
Mr. Don Agostino, S.J., from Seattle Prep.

RESULTS OF A RANDOM
survey of students and advisers
revealed a variety of opinions:
Kathy Moll from Marycrest,
Portland, said, "Although it

was
an easy test, it helped to
realize what Ididn't know."
not

"I don't believe most voting
adults could have passed it,"
asserted Kate Murphy, Marycrest, Portland.
Sister Mary Grace, 0.P., from
Aquinas Academy in Tacoma,
felt, "The test was very good.
1 would like to use something
similar in my world problems

class."

"Because of the time limit, I

don't feel the test was an accurate measurement of the student's ability and accomplish-

ment," said John Moen, Seattle

Prep.
The 53 questions had to be
answered in 15 minutes.

Delegates Learn Facts of 'Life'
By KATHY FREAD, St. Leo's
and 808 PETERSON,
Bellarmine

Students
Quiz Questions
identification
of the
Put the number
correct
on the blank before the name.

Sander VanOcur
Mario Savio
lan Fleming

Walter Reuther

Every day stout-hearted men
brave the dangers of rabid dogs,
vicious children, and ill-tempered adults. They scale dilapidated stairways, stand atop
crumbling porches, ring disconnected doorbells, pound on rotting doors, only to find no one
home.
These courageous men are the
magazine salesmen. Through all
kinds of weather you find them
tramping around the neighborhood. Even though doors are
slammedin their faces, they are

Sargeant Shriver
.Maxwell Taylor

Leonid Breshnev
Ludwig Erhard
Willy Brandt
John Coffield
Dr. Paul Carlson
Don Schollander
Gerald Ford
Medgar Evers
Roy Wilkins
U Thant

.Harold Wilson

ever persistent.
AFTER SPENDING an exhausting and fruitless afternoon
attempting to sell Life magazine
as a Workshop assignment, we
came back bitter, dejected, and
full of pity for all door-to-door

Marc Bohan
Barbra Streisand
Rolf Hochluth
"
John Connor
Lai Bahadur Shastri
Murf the Surf
Mike Mansfield
T. S. Eliot

salesmen.

We spent hours climbing
flights of stairs to find, when we
reached the door, that no one
was home. In fact, of the 40
doors upon which we hammered, only 12 were opened.
UNDAUNTED, we trudged on.
Finally a door opened.
A young man looked at us
suspiciously and blurted, "We
don't buy any of that stuff."
How did he know what we
were selling? We never had a
chance to open our mouths.
Later, a college student opened his door. Shoeless, he stood
before us, listening to our carefully rehearsed sales pitch.
"Gee, Idon't have any money,
Igo to Seattle University and
they capture every cent Ihave.
Sorry about that."
The day began to fade as we
realized that we were back to
our starting point. After checking for signs of rain, we decided
not to pursue our selling endeavors further. As we climbed
a falling stairway, a shiny penny attracted our attention. Then,
as we crossed a street, we saw
24 green stamps.
We made our way back to
S.U. feeling the day was not a
total loss.

LYNDON WHO?? Blanchet students ponder current
events test during opening session of Press Workshop.

—Student Prints photo by Cathy Scott, Holy Angels, Seattle

By JANICE SAUVE, Central Catholic, Yakima
and JOHN SERINO, Seattle Prep, Seattle

Lt. Col.Robert Lieding, professor of military science
S.U.,
remarked that by changing to a voluntary ROTC
at
program, college students who pursue the course are
"
personally motivated and
The gradual trend toward volpossess a sincere interest
untary ROTC program appearin a military career.
ed in Northwest colleges during
The administration of S.U. the 19605.
the
has decided to introduce volTHE DEPARTMENT of the
untary ROTC program into the Army will
offer 400 four-year
regular curriculum next fall.

scholarships and 600 two-year
scholarships for those students
cer's Training Corps was intro- who register in the voluntary
duced into the U.S. colleges in ROTC program. The scholar1951, it was on a compulsory ba- ships will include payments on
sis. All freshman males were tuition, books and lab fees.
required to take part in the
An additional $50 a month will
ROTC curriculum.
be given for miscellaneous expenses. No scholarships will be
awarded to two-year ROTC
transfers from juniorcolleges.
The Colonel said that students
who procure a military science
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major on a voluntary basis may
Assistant Editors: Linda Colton, St. Francis, Baker; Jennifer
apply all ROTC credits toward
Winstanley, St. Ann's, Victoria.
their graduation. After the comMasthead Editor: Barbara Mackenzie, St. Placid's, Olympia.
pletion
of the four-year course,
Copy Editors: Gretchen Mize, Holy Rosary, Seattle; Charlene
graduates are posithe
ROTC
Herinck, St. Mary's, Beaverton.
tioned as commissionedofficers.
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SEVEN HUNDRED students
Loyola, Missoula; Barrie Smithmeyer, Holy Names, Spokane; Marare presently enrolled in the
garet Pammert, Blanchet, Seattle; Chris Owens, Gonzaga Prep,
compulsory ROTC program.
Spokane; Dolores Shafer, Providence, Vancouver; Sylvia Horsch,
Holy Names, Seattle; Mary Sutherland, St. Mary's, Beaverton;
The Colonel also stated that reGreg Peterson, Loyola, Missoula; John Serino, Seattle Prep,
cent polls indicate that 50 per
Seattle; Janice Sauve, Central Catholic, Yakima; Bob Peterson,
cent of those college students
Bellarmine, Tacoma; Knthy Fread, St. Leo's, Tacoma.
would remain with the program.

WHEN THE RESERVE Offi-
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1. Successor to Nehru
2. Senate majority leader
3. Present Secretary-Generalof the U.N.
4. U.S. Military Commander in South

Viet Nam

5. Prime Minister of Great Britain
6. Priest who left Los Angeles because
of disagreement with CardinalMclntyre over civil rights policies
7. Funny Girl
8. Secretary of the NAACP
9. House minority leader
10. 1963 winner of the Grand Prix
11. Author of "The Deputy"
12. Head of the Peace Corps
13. Jewel thief
14. NBC correspondent, Washington, D.C.
15. Nobel Peace Prize winner 1964
16. Senate Majority Whip
17. Secretary of the Communist Party of

the USSR

18. 1964 Academy Award winner
19. Hello Dolly
20. Chancellor of West Germany
21. Head of the House of Dior
22. Secretary of Commerce
23. Leader of Berkeley student riots
24. Head of the United Auto Workers
25. Americanborn poet laureate of Great

Britain

26. Author of the James Bond mysteries
27. U.S. Ambassador to South Viet Nam
28. 4 gold medals in the Tokyo Olympics
29. Mayor of West Berlin
30. Slain NAACP Mississippi field secre-

tary

LIFE SALESMEN Kathy Fread and Bob Peterson prepare to approachanother customer.

S.U. Professor of Military Science
Favors Change to Voluntary ROTC

CURRENT

31. Johnson's press secretary
32. U.S. ambassador to the U.N.
33. Missionary killed by Congolese rebels
34. Recently assassinatedPremier of Iran
35. President of Harvard University

William Scranton
E. Salk

Dr. Jonas

Frank Lloyd Wright
Maria Callas
Billy Sol Estes
William F. Halsey
Roger Bannister
Dae Hammerskjold

Rafer Johnson
Wernher Von Braun
Yuri Gagarin
Nikolai Bulganin
Adolf Eichmaim
Lester Pearson
Looez Mateos
Me'vin Belli

RECENT

1. Head of the Black Muslims
2. Nobel Prize for Literature 1958— not

accepted

3. Jockey
4. Secretary of the Navy under FDR

5. Conductor of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra
6. Hollywood dress designer
7. Head of NATO 1950-1952
8. Pope Paul VI
9. Jack Ruby's defense attorney
10. "Old Man and the Sea"— author

11. Desert Fox
12. Fascist dictator of Spain
13. President of Mexico
14. Anthony Armstrong Jones
15. Polio vaccine
16. WWII Commander of the Allied
Forces in the South Pacific
Archibald A. Leech
17. Nazi executed In Isfrael
18. Creator of L'il Abner
GiovanniMontini
19. Reo. Governor of Pennsylvania
F.dithHead
Generalissimo F. Franco '0. Prime Minister of Canada
Roris Pasternak
W. 1960 Decathlon winner
»*. Oimsenheim museum
John Steinbeck
23. Prime Minister of Russia 1955-1958
Lord S-owden
24. Former Secretary General of the U.N.
General Rommel
25. Cary Grant
LeonardBernstein
26. Author of "Travels With Charley"
27. Most decorated American in WWII
28. Opera singer
29. First man into space
30. First man to run a mile in less than
four minutes
31. Texas grain scandal
32. German scientist during the Third

Reich

33. Choreographer
34. Italian film director
35. Commander of the Allied Forces fn
Italy WWII
Who is the representativefrom your congressional district?

Who are the senators from your state?
If you are from British Columbia,
your province?

who is the executive official of
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Pups Sink Papooses;
LoCour Scores 32
By PAT ARMSTRONG, ODea, Seattle
PAUL MUCKERHEIDE, Seattle Prep

The U.W. frosh combined a sticky zone defense with
good
fast break to defeat the S.U. Papooses 84-65 last
a
night. The contest at Hec Edmundson Pavilion could
have gone either way until
midway in the second half. inish this spread.
With 14 minutes, 14 seconds
Early in the game Washington used a full-court press and left to play, LaCour tied the
consistent fast break to force score at 41 all on two free
a S.U. scoring drought of seven throws. Washington again reminutes.Before this cold streak, sorted to the full court press
the score was 8-6 for Washing- and Dave Wurster sank the goahead basket with 10 minutes
ton.
in the game. From there
left
poured
THE PUPS THEN
Washington never looked back,
points
through 10 unanswered
steadily increasing their lead.
for a score of 18-6 with 11 minHIGH FOR the game were Lautes, 53 seconds left in the first
half. The Papooses recovered Cour of S.U. with 32 and Dave
to hold the Pups to their 11point Carr of U.W.^with 28. They were
lead, and the halftime score followed by' Looney of Seattle
with 19. Westlake scored 18 and
was Washington 35, S.U. 24.
At the start of the second pe- Lance Brigham, 16 for Washriod, the Papooses' offense be- ington. This game evened the
gan to click and the gap nar- U.W.-S.U. series at 1-1. S.U.
rowed. U.W. again pulled won the opener 86-73. The seaahead on a steal by Dave Carr son record of U.W. is now 15-3,
while S.U. is 10-6.
and an unguarded lay up.
Papoose Coach Lionel Purcell
Temporarily demoralized by
this setback, the Papoose de- said, "They (S.U.) played as
fense dropped its guard and well as could be expected under
Washington went unchecked for the circumstances. They played
several baskets. Steve Looney as if they had something on
and Jim LaCour teamed to dim- their minds."
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Seagull-Panther Clash:

Everett Humbles Prep 89-76
By DIXON McCLARY,

ODea, Seattle,

and STEVE OLIVET,

Gonzaga Prep, Spokane

The Everett Seagulls
strengthened their hold on
first place in the Western
Conference by defeating
the Seattle Prep Panthers
89-76 last night. The game was
an exhibition of 'run and shoot"
basketball in the S.U. gymnasium.

THE GULLS stunned the Panthers by setting out in the first
quarter of play with a seemingly unbeatable man-to-man fullcourt press. It took Prep two
quarters to effectively break the
press.
Everett's fine shooting, quick
thinking and equally commendable hustle under the backboards, led to a 10-point deficit
for the Panthers at the end of
the first quarter.
The lightning-quick speed of
the Gulls began to tell on Prep
in the latter part of the first
half, but Everett was hurt by
careless fouls.

—Photo by Gary Bernhard, Blanchet

VAIN EFFORT: Louis Hobson (21), of Everett sinks a
lay-in despite the efforts of an unidentified Prep player.
Other players shown are Pat Layman (12), Mike Tronquet (24), and Dick Saxton (30), of Prep,and Dick Welch
(35), of Everett.

IN THE SECOND half, Prep
changed their style of basketball Saxton scored 22 points, Mike
from a slow, methodical type to Sorensen canned 14 and Pat
a quick, spectator-pleasing Burns finished with 11counters.
brand of ball. This fast-break
The score at halftime was 52type of ball immediately hurt
-39
in favor of the Gulls.
the press of the Seagulls.
SEAGULLS
quarter
Late in the third
Evtotal
fg
ft
erett called off their press as
23
.7
9/11
Prep partially closed the gap. Hobson
L
2
0/0
The high-jumping Gulls bounded Stewart
10
5
0/0
break could be a five-minute back, however, through intri- Welch
1
4
2/4
break at the quarter or a time- cate maneuvering of their big Shadoff
22
Woolcock
0
4/5
out called when somebody needs men under the basket.
_...O
2
2/2
Through the play of Louis Hatchel
a rest. Some came closer to the
16
Hovde
6
4/5
truth when they said that it was Hobson and Pat Woolcock, and
3
10
4/5
a "quick getaway" or "getting the combined effort of the Ev- Erickson
away from a player in a zippy erett team, the Panthers finally TOTALS
.32
89
25/32
way."
succumbed to defeat.
PANTHERS
MOST GIRLS, however, have
fg
THE SCORING was equally
ft
total
a fairly good idea of the differ9
2
5/7
ence between a technical foul divided among the Everett team Gillingham
7
14
0/0
and a personal foul. A technical with Hobson emerging as the Sorenson
1
5
3/5
foul is called for "moral mis- game's high scorer, pumping in Troquet
4
11
3/3
behavior" or "rudeness to the 23 points. Other Seagull play- Burns
1
0
1/2
umpires."
ers in double figures were Wool- Gilleran
2
4
Layman
0/0
A technical foul also has to do cock with 22, Chet Hovde with DiJoseph
6
1
4/4
with the "technicalities" of the 16, while Dennis Erickson and Saxton
9
22
4/4
calling
potted
10 Gores
game or with someone's
Dick Welch each
1
2
0/0
the "ref" a dirty name. A per- points.
2
Naughton
1
0/0
sonal foul is merely a foul comThree Prep players managed
mitted by an individual.
to finish in double figures. Dick TOTALS
76
28
20/25

Female Fans Hopeless
Over Basketball Lingo
By PAULA PIPER,

Blanchet, Seattle

The rooting section has
come out of hibernation
and the home stands are
again packed with cheering
fans. Many of these fans are of
the fairer sex. They cheer the
most and yell the loudest at a
game. They also cry the loudest
when the team loses. Their spirit
is great, but their knowledge of
the game is dubious.
Although many girls excel in
the classroom, a recent survey showed that basketball, like
other sports, is still beyond the
comprehension of many females.
THE TERM "fast break" has
many thoroughly confused. According to a girl's logic, a fast

Morrison, Nash:

Local Coaches Express Views

the possible break-up of the
Completing the regular sea- Catholic Association league,
and GENE RUSSEL,
son, Blanchet faces Seattle which includes Blanchet, Prep,
ODea, Seattle
Prep, 8 p.m., Tuesday, in the ODea and Bellarmine. The
Coach George Morrison, S.U. gym. Coach Morrison pre- Blanchet coach stated, "Everyin his sophomore year of dicts that it will be a typical thing possible is being done to
coaching the Seattle Blan- Prep - Blanchet game "very, keep it going. However, if one
team drops out, it will surely
chet Braves, has proved an able very close."
MORRISON commented on fold."
coach because of his winning
philosophy.
His philosophy is: Basketball
is a game to be played one
way the right way.This "right
By PAUL MILLS, Jesuit High, Portland,
way" rides clearly in the mind
and GERALD BOUNDS, Marquette
of the coach, who works arduThe drive and success of the ODea basketball squad
ously to convey his ideas to the hinges
on the maturity and dependability of the individteam. "Basketball is a game of
ual,
says
Richard Naish, head coach.
reaction. There is no time to
think as in other sports such as
Naish and his assistant,
football. The player must be Ernie Dunston, both graduThe Irish did not have a particularly outstanding season,
able to get out there and work
ates of S.U. feel that "the one compiling only a 7-8 record.
well in any situation."
element of maturity is valua- However, both coaches felt it
COMMENTING ON officials, ble."
For this reason, the start- was a
season inasthe coach stated that the ref- ing five
on O'Dea's squad are much assuccessful
they knocked off their
game
erees never decide a
and always seniors
who the coach biggest rival, Seattle Prep, in a
the complaints of losing teams
are more dependable un- 44-40 squeaker.
are unjust. Morrison believes in feelspressure
than juniors.
a hard, man-to-man defense and der
CONCERNING training,Naish
thinks it is easier to play
NAISH FEELS that spirit and has instituted a conditioning
against a zone. He says it tends
drive go hand-in-hand with ma- program. Runners can be found
to equalize talents.
Due to this workable philoso- turity. For this reason, hard- in such unlikelyplaces as in the
phy, the Blanchet Braves have working senior Mike McCann halls and on the stairs of ODea,
enjoyed a successful season of deserves the inspiration award since the small gym is inade13 wins and three losses. De- for keeping hustle alive in his quate for the task.
spite these defeats, the Braves teammates, said Naish.
Coach Naish is a firm believer
Ray Simpson was the big gun in hard work and determination.
have secured a berth in the
double-elimination District Tour- for the Irish, averaging 11.3 In his own words, "The most
nament being played Thursday points a game and leading the important thing
" a kid can do for
me is hustle!
and Friday in Everett and hope squad in rebounds.
By KATHY SCHEFTER,
St. Joseph's, Yakima

to capture a state tourney seat.

—

—
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Assistant Sports Editor— Mike

Peluso, Bellarmine, Tacoma.
Copy Editor— Kathy Hursey,
St. Placid's, Olympia.
Reporters Dixon M c C Ia r y,
ODea, Seattle; Pat Armstrong, ODea, Seattle; Gene
Russell, ODea, Seattle; Steve
Olivet, Gonzaga Prep, Spo-

—

kane; Paul Muckerheide, Seattle Prep, Seattle; Dolores

Zegar, Marycrest, Portland;
Paul Mills, Jesuit High, Portland; Kathy Schefter, St.
Joseph's, Yakima; Gerald
Bounds, Marquette, Yakima.

Teen-Age Skier
Seeks Olympics

-

Hustle, Key to Victory' Naish

By DELORES ZEGAR,
Marycrest,Portland
Why would a young teenage

girl want to go through rigor-

ous training in addition to her
regular schooling? For Kathy
Nagel, a young skier from
Enumclaw, Wash., the answer
is simple: She hopes eventually
to participate in the Olympics.
KATHY STARTED skiing
when she was five years old because her father was in the '52
Olympics and owned a ski shop.
She can't remember when she
didn't like skiing but she still
gets a feelingof accomplishment
whenever she gets one step closer to her goal of skiing in the
Olympics.
Next month Kathy is planning
trips to Vale, Crystal Mountain
and Sun Valley, where she will
take part in ski races. She said
that Sun Valley and Aspen are
her favorite slopes for skiing.
Kathy does not stick to a set
schedule but changes her routine to fit her needs. When she
feels she needs more practice,
she willpractice more.
A JUNIOR at Enumclaw High

School, Kathy would seem to be
a normal high school girl. However, she is on an accelerated

study program and therefore
will finish high school in less
than the customary four years.
After putting her competitive
skis away, Kathy hopes to go to
college. She is interested in merchandising.

